Top 5 tips: Septic Arthritis

Arthritis Subcommittee
Septic arthritis should be considered as differential diagnosis in case of acute mono-articular arthritis. It requires rapid clinical diagnosis and prompt aspiration. **Initial imaging** is often limited to US and X-ray, which should show **joint effusion** (often inhomogenous) and **soft tissue swelling**; gas may also occur and be detected as as hyperechogenicity at US.
After a few days **juxta-articular osteoporosis** may occur, followed by **erosion** and joint space narrowing (**cartilage destruction**). Sclerosis is an indicator of healing. Ankylosis can also occur.
MRI is typically reserved for joints which are difficult to assess with US. Cardinal findings are joint effusion and a thickened and enhancing synovium. Outpouching of the synovium and microabscesses/small fluid pockets can be seen. Adjacent bone marrow, hypointense on T1 weighted and hyperintense on STIR, is indicative of osteomyelitis.
Septic arthritis in children is rare and most common in **infants up to 12 months (spread via bridging vessels in physis)**, in older children infection is often limited to the metaphysis.
Post-treatment MRI can show persistent thickening and enhancement of the synovium (scarring), bone marrow edema (mechanical stress and scarring), erosions and soft tissue edema. Joint effusion with synovial pouching and abscesses should decrease with appropriate antibiotics. Clinical improvement precedes radiological resolution, often by several months.
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